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A former police officer in St. Petersburg was given a suspended sentence for beating up
and insulting political protesters on camera last year, Interfax reported Monday.

The defense and plaintiffs both promised to appeal, but Solidarity activist Alexei Ivanov, who
testified in the hearings, called the verdict fair — a significant victory, given that
the country's courts are widely alleged to be biased toward law enforcement.

Video from an unsanctioned street protest in July 2010 showed police ensign Vadim Boiko
beating one participant with a truncheon to the head, dragging another by the hair
and shouting at protesters, calling them "ferrets."

The video earned Boiko the nickname "Pearl Ensign" because of a pearl bracelet he is seen
wearing.

The story caused uproar after the footage appeared online. But the investigation became
drawn out, sparking allegations of an attempted cover-up.
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Boiko, who retired after the incident, and his lawyer sustained separate street beatings over
the time of the inquiry. The attackers were never found.

The prosecution at the trial asked to sentence Boiko to four years in prison on charges
of abuse of office.

But the Kuibyshev District Court only gave him a 3 1/2-year suspended sentence, citing
the fact that he supports an underage son and an elderly mother. He was also banned
from police service for another two years.

Boiko celebrated the ruling in an Italian restaurant across the street from the court, Gazeta.ru
said. But his lawyer promised to appeal, as did one of his victims, Dmitry Semyonov,
the report said.

Radical opposition activist Eduard Limonov, who staged the unsanctioned rally for which
Boiko was punished, called the verdict "inappropriate," Interfax reported.

But Solidarity activist Ivanov said the case was already a clear message to the police, who
earned praise lately for their restrained handling of two huge political rallies in Moscow this
month.

The verdict was "a fair outcome of a competition between prosecutors and the defense,"
Ivanov added by telephone Monday.
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